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Type (Field 1)
FERS: Federal Employees Retirement System
CSRS: Civil Service Retirement System

Employee Annuitants Added to the roll Number (Field 2)
Number of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Added to the roll Percent (Filed 3)
Percent of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Monthly annuity Mean (Field 4)
Mean monthly annuity of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Monthly annuity Median (Field 5)
Median monthly annuity of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Contributions Mean (Field 6)
Mean contributions of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Contributions Median (Field 7)
Median contributions of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Mean years of service Military (Field 8)
Mean years of military service of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Mean years of service Civilian (Field 9)
Mean years of civilian service of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll
Employee Annuitants Mean years of service Total (Field 10)
Mean total years of service of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Age at ACD Mean (Field 11)
Mean Age at ACD of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll
ACD refers to Annuity Commencement Date

Employee Annuitants Age at ACD Median (Field 12)
Median Age at ACD of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll
ACD refers to Annuity Commencement Date

Employee Annuitants Percent with: FEGLI (Field 13)
Percent of Employee Annuitants with FEGLI added to the retirement roll
FEGLI refers to Federal Employees Group Life Insurance

Employee Annuitants Percent with: Health benefits (Field 14)
Percent of Employee Annuitants with Health Benefits added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Percent with: Survivor election (Field 15)
Percent of Employee Annuitants with Survivor Election added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Alternative annuity Number electing (Field 16)
Number of Employee Annuitants electing Alternative annuity added to the retirement roll

Employee Annuitants Alternative annuity Mean lump sum (Field 17)
Mean Alternative annuity lump sum of Employee Annuitants added to the retirement roll